Sanitizers/Gum/Vandal Mark Removers/Glass Cleaners
A

SANITIZERS

B

A. SANI-RINSE DISINFECTANT SANITIZER
PRIME SOURCE®
Does not require potable water rinse for glassware and cooking utensils. EPA Registered;
use dilution 1:512.
4/cs.
75004020 75004020 1 gal.
1/ea.
75004021 75004021 5 gal.
B. SANI-SURE® SOFT-SERVE SANITIZER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY
For cleaning and sanitizing soft serve machines and equipment. Non-foaming formula. Helps
remove milk stone from internal surfaces. Leaves no aftertaste or bleach odor.
1 oz.
100/cs.
15200153 90234
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C. PROFESSIONAL LYSOL®
RECKITT BENCKISER
NO RINSE SANITIZER
Meets federal food code requirements as a no-rinse sanitizer. Perfect for three-bin sink and
clean-in-place applications. Can also be used to disinfect and deodorize. Economical,
concentrated formula makes up to 512 gallons. Controls algae in swimming pools and
industrial non-potable water supplies. EPA Registration No. 675-30.
1 gal.
4/cs.
58340010 74389

GUM REMOVERS
D. CHIP OFF GUM & WAX REMOVER
PRIME SOURCE®
Spray on and chip off. Use on carpets, upholstery, wood, vinyl or cloth.
12/cs.
75004571 75004571 7 oz.
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CHEMICALS

F

E. CHEWING GUM REMOVER
CLAIRE
Make it easy to remove chewing gum, candle wax, putty and other gummy substances from
surfaces. Works by freezing the substance to approximately -40°F so you can crack it off
fast. Removal is easy and there is no staining or chemical residue left behind. Care should
be exercised when using this product as frostbite may occur if sprayed on skin.
6.5 oz.
12/cs.
25950726 C726

VANDAL MARK REMOVERS
F. GRAFFITI VANDAL MARK REMOVER
PRIME SOURCE®
Powerful cleaning action with clean, fresh fragrance. Use on wood, metal and painted
products.
12/cs.
75004570 75004570 16 oz.
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G. VANDALISM MARK & STAIN REMOVER
CLAIRE
A superior blend of solvents that removes both oil and water-based stains and graffiti.
Removes crayon, lipstick, pencil, ink and spray paint. Contains no ozone-depleting
chemicals. No messy mixing or pouring. Just spray on and wipe off.
20 oz.
12/cs.
25951870 C870

GLASS CLEANERS - AMMONIATED
I

H. FILM FREE GLASS CLEANER
PRIME SOURCE®
Non-streaking formulation. Spray on, wipe off. May be used on chrome, Formica®, ceramic
tile and other surfaces.
12/cs.
75004049 75004049 19 oz.
I. WINDA SHINE GLASS & UTILITY CLEANER
CARROLL
Ready-to-use institutional glass cleaner with non-streaking and fast-drying qualities. It is
fortified with an undetectable splash of ammonia for an extra burst of grease-cutting ability.
Special anti-fogging ingredients help maintain surfaces in the presence of steam. Resist
resoiling and reduce dust-attracting static. Pleasant floral fragrance. USDA C1.
1 qt., Light Blue
12/cs.
30010129 14123
1 gal., Light Blue
4/cs.
30010130 14128
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Glass Cleaners
A. PARSONS' GLASS CLEANER W/AMMONIA
CHURCH & DWIGHT
Multi-purpose cleaner for most washable surfaces. Can be used for light, general cleaning
as well as tough, greasy jobs. Cleans without streaking.
4/cs.
A5167800 332008427100 32 oz.
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B. GLEME
CLAIRE
Utility Cleaner
Extremely effective industrial strength foaming glass and utility cleaner. Contains a unique
blend of detergent systems that easily cleans away dirt, grime, grease, film scum, smudges,
smears and bugs. Dries streak-free, leaving surfaces crystal clear.
20 oz. Aerosol
12/cs.
25841862 C862
Glass Cleaner
A superior spray pattern that provides complete and uniform coverage with a clinging foam
that quickly breaks into a liquid for fast and easy cleaning. Contains a special solvent that
emulsifies grease and dirt on contact for complete and easy window cleaning, saving you
time and labor. Leaves glass squeaky clean with no hazing or streaking. Safe on all mirrors,
glass, acrylics and polycarbonates. Has a pleasant, clean-smelling fragrance. USDA C1.
20 oz.
12/cs.
25950050 C050
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C. FORMULA 409® GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER
CLOROX
Cuts grease faster and better than glass cleaners and streaks less than all purpose
cleaners.
1 gal. Refill
4/cs.
38381269 03107
D. AJAX EXPERT® GLASS &
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
MULTI-SURFACE CLEANER
Powerful ready-to-use formula requires no mixing and is convenient to use. Dual solvent
system cuts through film and grease fast. Contains ammonia for extra cleaning power. Flash
dries quickly without streaking or filming. Use on glass, countertops, mirrors and other hard,
washable surfaces. Contains biodegradable surfactants. Bilingual labeling. Ready-to-use
bottles with trigger sprayers included. USDA.
32 oz.
12/cs.
11901340 74199
1 gal. RTU
4/cs.
11901260 04174
1 gal. Concentrate
4/cs.
11901320 04195

CHEMICALS

E. WINDEX®
JOHNSON DIVERSEY
Glass & Surface Wipes
A convenient way to get a streak-free shine. Cleans with Ammonia-D® for fast and easy
cleaning of tough dirt and grime.
25 Count
12/cs.
15200175 CB109264
Glass Cleaner
Windex Powerized Formula™ starts cleaning even before you wipe, leaving glass and other
surfaces sparkling. Exclusive Ammonia-D® plus special grease-cutting actives and
surfactants loosen soil on contact and remove dirt without streaking or filming. Also
recommended for stainless steel, chrome, porcelain, ceramic tile and Formica® counters and
tabletops.
12 oz. Pump Sprayer
12/cs.
15204123 94123
20 oz. Aerosol
12/cs.
15200080 90129
32 oz. Trigger Sprayer
12/cs.
15200082 90139
64 oz. Concentrate
4/cs.
15200009 90136
1 gal. Refill
4/cs.
15200081 90940
5 gal. Bag-in-Box
1/ea.
15200007 90122
Powerized Formula Glass Cleaner
Leaves glass and other surfaces sparkling. Institutional strength formula starts cleaning
before wiping begins. Exclusive Ammonia-D® plus special grease-cutting actives and
surfactants loosen soil on contact, remove dirt without streaking or filming.
32 oz. Trigger Sprayer- Capped
12/cs.
15200161 90135
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F. THE PILL GLASS CLEANER
UNGER
Environmentally friendly, effective and easy to use. The non-toxic pill is pre-measured and
individually packaged. Mix with 21/2 gallons of water. Removes smoke and grease easily
without leaving a film.
500 Pills
100/rl.
70350048 PL500
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